
Three highlights of the semester HT21

LundaEkonomerna works tirelessly to improve your university experience. That includes
sittings, career events but most importantly education surveillance. We work day and night to
represent your opinions towards the school and here are three highlights from the previous
semester. Enjoy!

Course evaluations
Have you ever wondered why you spend your precious time filling in course evaluations?

We just gave you all the more reason to!

This semester, we sat down in dialogue with the faculty to revamp course evaluations across
LUSEM. The result was a huge leap forwards for our members; you now have the
opportunity to see the summarized evaluations both of the course you just studied and the
course you are going to take. We also made sure our representatives receive summaries
from all courses, meaning we can work even harder to make your education better for you.
So make sure to fill out that evaluation, it really makes a difference!

Speak up days
You broke the record!

Our job is to represent our members. That means we must know what you all think! Every
year, we arrange the Speak Up Days where you can voice your opinions and concerns in our
great survey. This year, over 800 members answered, giving us valuable insights into all
things education. You also elected Peter Jochumzen Teacher of the Year - congratulations
Peter! The Education Committee compiled the results in a fabulous report which the Faculty
took to with keen interest. By speaking up you make us better at representing you!

Thank you for Speaking Up about your education!

New descrimination guide for students at LUSEM!
What good does an outdated discrimination guide do?

LUSEM’s old guide was from 2014. Since then, discrimination laws have changed, outdating
our old guide. This was unacceptable, so after hard work LundaEkonomerna are proud to
have provided you with an update in the autumn of 2021. The new guide matches the law
and is more user friendly for you, helping you understand what rights you have. We worked
in collaboration with EDR as well as representatives and experts from LUSEM. the result is
excellent and with it we hope to increase awareness of discrimination for everyone at our
school.


